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          VOUCHERS


Visit our other hotels and residences in Prague!



THE MANES Boutique Hotel Prague

Myslikova 20, Prague 2



MOOo Dowtown Apartments

Myslikova 22, Prague 2



MOOo by the Castle Apartments

Jansky vrsek 8, Prague 1
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                  A green oasis in the heart of the golden city

                  Prague is a vibrant city that has been shaped by its eventful history. The Golden City, as Prague is often called, boasts architecture, culture and fine food that are stimulating and exhilarating. 



Yet just a stone's throw from the Vltava river, there's a place where you can put the stress of life on hold. Hidden away inside the lively and electrifying metropolis, our design hotel in Prague is a place to recharge your batteries and relax on your city break or business trip. 



Welcome to our urban oasis.

                

              

              
                
                  
                    
                      

                        
                        
                      

                      
                        
                      

                    

                    
                    
                    
                    
                      











                    



                  
                  
                
 
                
                  A green oasis in the heart of the golden city
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                  «So relaxing»                  
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SUPERIOR
PENTHOUSE SUITE
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                            Standard Double/Twin

                            
                              
                                The Standard rooms in our design hotel are modern, stylish and make you feel like at home. The room furnishings are made with high-quality materials and have been individually designed with great attention to detail. The ideal place to relax and unwind.                                    
                                      Show more                                      
                                    

                                                                  

                              


 		Room size: 18 – 22 sqm



 		Double or twin bed



 		Minibar



 		Smart Samsung TV



 		Free high-speed Wi-Fi



 		Bose speakers



 		Rainfall shower



 		Hairdryer



 		Air conditioning



 		Nespresso machine and selection of teas



 		Safe (laptop size)



BOOK NOW

                            

                          

                          



                          
                            
                            
                            

                            
                              
                            

                          



                          



















                          
                            Comfort Double/Twin

                            
                              
                                Generously sized rooms offer the same amenities as the Standard rooms, but are significantly more spacious. Ideal for those who like more space for a particularly relaxing city break.                                    
                                      Show more                                      
                                    

                                                                  

                              


 		Room size: 24 - 28  sqm



 		Double or twin bed



 		Armchair or sofa



 		Minibar



 		Smart Samsung TV



 		Free high-speed WLAN



 		Bose speakers



 		Rainfall shower



 		Hairdryer



 		Air conditioning



 		Nespresso machine and selection of teas



 		Safe (laptop size)



Book now

                            

                          

                          



                          
                            
                            
                            

                            
                              
                            

                          



                          
















                          
                            Superior Double/Twin

                            
                              
                                Exceptional Superior rooms with spacious green terraces. 9 rooms offer a beautiful view of the Prague city center from the 5th and 6th floor of the hotel. Here you can relax in peace - perfect accommodation for a romantic weekend for two.                                    
                                      Show more                                      
                                    

                                                                  

                              


 		Room size: 18 – 26 sqm



 		Romantic green terrace



 		Double or twin bed



 		Bottle of Prosecco as Welcome drink



 		Minibar



 		Smart Samsung TV



 		Free high-speed WLAN



 		Bose speakers



 		Bath or shower



 		Hairdryer



 		Bathrobe and slippers



 		Air conditioning



 		Nespresso machine and selection of teas



 		Safe (laptop size)



Book now

                            

                          

                          



                          
                            
                            
                            

                            
                              
                            

                          



                          

















                          
                            Penthouse Suite

                            
                              
                                Our two Penthouse Suites are located on the top 7th floor and both offer an unforgettable view over the roofs of the golden city all the way to Prague Castle. Suites for best ever city break.                                    
                                      Show more                                      
                                    

                                                                  

                              


 		Room size: 41 sqm



 		Panoramic roof terrace (26 sqm) with a grand view of the Prague Castle



 		Outdoor bathtub (not in use during winter)



 		Comfortable double bed



 		A bottle of Prosecco



 		Minibar



 		Smart Samsung TV



 		Free high-speed WLAN



 		Bose speakers



 		Rainfall shower



 		Hairdryer



 		Bathrobe and slippers



 		Air conditioning



 		Nespresso machine and selection of teas



 		Safe (laptop size)



Book now

                            

                          

                          



                          
                            
                            
                            

                            
                              
                            

                          



                          

















                          
                            MOOo Downtown Luxury Apartments

                            
                              
                                Are you travelling to Prague with your family or as a group of friends for a city break? Then our MOOo Downtown Apartments are the best choice - spacious luxury apartments with a fully equipped kitchen, living room and 1-3 bedrooms. This accommodation is located just a few steps from the MOSAIC HOUSE Design Hotel.BOOK NOW
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                          MOOo Downtown Luxury Apartments

                          
                            
                              Are you travelling to Prague with your family or as a group of friends for a city break? Then our MOOo Downtown Apartments are the best choice - spacious luxury apartments with a fully equipped kitchen, living room and 1-3 bedrooms. This accommodation is located just a few steps from the MOSAIC HOUSE Design Hotel.BOOK NOW
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                  «Extraordinary ideas are created in extraordinary spaces.»                  

                                    
                
 
              





              
              
                
                Workspace                
 
                


                                    
                  


                          
                            
                            
                            

                            
                              
                            

                          



                          




                  
                

              
                
            
             
             
              

              
              
                
                                        
                        
                          Business as unusual

                          
                            
                              Plan your event at one of the most original meeting rooms in Prague and let our skilled team of professionals take care of all your needs.                                
                                  Show more                                    
                                  

                                                              

                            


 		Board meetings



 		Group discussions



 		Presentations



 		Media events



 		Strategy workshops



RESERVE

                          

                        

                      
                      
                                      

                
                  «Extraordinary ideas are created in extraordinary spaces.»

                

              

            



            
              
                
                  «This is where you can let time stand still for a while.»                  

                                    
                
 
              





              
              
                
                Our Wellness Oasis                
 
                                      
                      PRIVATE SPA
PRIVATE SAUNA
MASSAGES
FITNESS




                                    
                  


                          
                            
                            
                            

                            
                              
                            

                          



                          








                          
                            
                            
                            

                            
                              
                            

                          



                          








                          
                            
                            
                            

                            
                              
                            

                          



                          







                          
                            
                            
                            

                            
                              
                            

                          



                          




                  
                

              
                
            
             
             
              

              
              
                
                                        
                        
                          Private Spa

                          
                            
                              Our private Spa is perfect for you to unwind and recharge your batteries in a luxurious atmosphere - ideal after exploring Prague all day.

Use of private Spa is not included in the room rates.                                
                                  Show more                                    
                                  

                                                              

                            Private spa for up to 8 people




 		Finnish sauna



 		Jacuzzi



 		Cold bucket shower



 		Lounge area



 		Access to a green, exclusive outdoor area



 		one bottle of Prosecco free of charge



 		Minibar available for an extra charge



LEARN MORE

                          

                        

                      
                      
                                            
                        
                          Private Sauna

                          
                            
                              Relax in our amazing sauna - alone or in a small group. A Finnish sauna, a cooling shower and comfortable sunbeds are at your disposal.

Use of private Sauna is not included in the room rates.

                                
                                  Show more                                    
                                  

                                                              

                            Private Sauna for up to 4 people




 		Finnish sauna



 		Cold bucket shower



 		Lounge beds



 		1 bottle of Prosecco free of charge



 		Minibar available for an extra charge



LEARN MORE

                          

                        

                      
                      
                                            
                        
                          Massages

                          
                            
                              Treat yourself to a wide variety of relaxing, invigorating massages by our experienced massage therapists.

You can choose from a wide range of luxurious massages.



                                 
                                  Show more                                    
                                  

                                                              

                            


 		Swedish massage



 		Anti-stress relaxing massage



 		Deep tissue massage - Office therapy



 		Hawaiian Lomi Lomi massage



 		Luxurious "Mosaic" aroma massage



MASSAGES PRICELIST

                          

                        

                      
                      
                                            
                        
                          Fitness

                          
                            
                              Our accommodated guests have free use of the state-of-the-art Fitness in our sister THE MANES Boutique Hotel Prague, which is located just a few steps from the Mosaic House.                                
                                  Show more                                    
                                  

                                                              

                            Available equipment:




 		Dumbbells



 		Bosu



 		TRX belts



 		Treadmill



 		4 Multifunctional fitness machines




                          

                        

                      
                      
                                      

                
                  «This is where you can let time stand still for a while.»

                

              

            



            
              
                
                  «Good coffee? It's all about the beans. And the right barista, of course.»                  

                                    
                
 
              





              
              
                
                Cafe Mosaic                
 
                                      
                      CAFE MOSAIC
LIBRARY
SECRET GARDEN




                                    
                  


                          
                            
                            
                            

                            
                              
                            

                          



                          







                          
                            
                            
                            

                            
                              
                            

                          



                          








                          
                            
                            
                            

                            
                              
                            

                          



                          





                  
                

              
                
            
             
             
              

              
              
                
                                        
                        
                          Traditional and modern

                          
                            
                              Looking for a place to eat? Enjoy food and drinks all day long at our café, located in the high-ceilinged former theatre hall. You can choose – among other delicious items – between coffee and cake, or wine and snacks.                                
                                  Show more                                    
                                  

                                                              

                            Open:



Monday to Sunday         08:00 - 23:30LEARN MORE

                          

                        

                      
                      
                                            
                        
                          The Library

                          
                            
                              The library is the ideal retreat for anyone who wishes to immerse themselves in a newspaper or magazine without being interrupted. The library also provides the perfect place to have a conversation in peace and quiet environment or get some work done on your laptop.                                
                                  Show more                                    
                                  

                                                              

                            Open around the clock.LEARN MORE

                          

                        

                      
                      
                                            
                        
                          Recharging your batteries in the fresh air

                          
                            
                              The greenery in our courtyard is a well-hidden oasis of fresh air. Away from traffic and the hustle and bustle, this is an ideal place to chill out and enjoy a cool drink.                                
                                  Show more                                    
                                  

                                                              

                            In good weather open every day.LEARN MORE

                          

                        

                      
                      
                                      

                
                  «Good coffee? It's all about the beans. And the right barista, of course.»
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                  			«We'll do everything we can to make sure you don't feel like you're in a hotel.»

                		  

              		  
 	
                		  About Us
MOSAIC HOUSE
THE BUILDING AND ITS MOSAICS
DESIGN IS IN OUR DNA
SUSTAINABILITY

  
         
           
             
           

           
             
           

         

        


Combining smaller individual pieces to create a harmonious overall picture. Our urban oasis offers a blend of relaxation, indulgence and creativity, all whilst using wisely natural resources.
More info



Combining smaller individual pieces to create a harmonious overall picture. Our urban oasis offers a blend of relaxation, indulgence and creativity, all whilst using wisely natural resources.More info


  
         
           
             
           

           
             
           

         

        


Our house was built in 1935 in the revolutionary style of functionalism. Since then it has had a rich history, which we are now carrying into the future.
More info



Our house was built in 1935 in the revolutionary style of functionalism. Since then it has had a rich history, which we are now carrying into the future.More info


  
         
           
             
           

           
             
           

         

        


Art and design are close to our hearts. In our indoor and outdoor areas, guests can experience unique installations by renowned national as well as international designers and artists.
More info



Art and design are close to our hearts. In our indoor and outdoor areas, guests can experience unique installations by renowned national as well as international designers and artists.More info


  
         
           
             
           

           
             
           

         

        


Preserving natural resources is of great importance to us. We use intelligent measures to save energy and waste water every day - without you having to sacrifice on comfort.
More info



Preserving natural resources is of great importance to us. We use intelligent measures to save energy and waste water every day - without you having to sacrifice on comfort.More info




                    «We'll do everything we can to make sure you don't feel like you're in a hotel.»
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Prague Castle
Wenceslas Square & National Museum
Dancing House
Old Town Square
National Theatre
New Town Hall
Slavonic Island
U Fleků
Charles Bridge
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Just one step into the heart of the capital



Prague is in the heart of Europe - and our hotel is in the heart of Prague. We are based in a prime yet quiet location , in a trendy neighborhood that is popular with the locals. From here, you can reach the most popular attractions in Prague along romantic footpaths. Our tips:
Whether you arrive to Prague by bus, plane or rail,  we're easy to find.

Here's how to reach us:



 Arrival by car

 Taxi from the airport

 Public transport from the airport

 Arrival from the bus terminal Florenc

 Arrival from the main train station







Just one step into the heart of the capital



Prague Castle is the largest enclosed castle complex in the world. It was built and extended over centuries and thus many builders and styles left their mark on the castle. It was where that the Thirty Years' War began in 1618. Today, Prague Castle is the official residence of the Czech President. St.Vitus Cathedral is located in the centre of the castle complex.



On foot: 30 minutes
Whether you arrive to Prague by bus, plane or rail,  we're easy to find.

Here's how to reach us:



 Arrival by car

 Taxi from the airport

 Public transport from the airport

 Arrival from the bus terminal Florenc

 Arrival from the main train station







Just one step into the heart of the capital



At Wenceslas Square, there were huge protests against the Soviet occupation in 1968 (the Prague Spring), and again in 1989 (the Velvet Revolution), against the communist regime. Today, it is one of the largest squares in Europe and a focal point of Prague. Immerse yourself into a shopping adventure as well as the nightlife the square has to offer, or visit the National Museum, an impressive Renaissance Revival building.



On foot: 12 minutes
Whether you arrive to Prague by bus, plane or rail,  we're easy to find.

Here's how to reach us:



 Arrival by car

 Taxi from the airport

 Public transport from the airport

 Arrival from the bus terminal Florenc

 Arrival from the main train station







Just one step into the heart of the capital



The Dancing House was built in 1996 by world-famous architect Frank Gehry. It is a prime example of a modern building that blends perfectly into its historical setting. A must-see for lovers of architecture and anyone who likes to take pictures! By the way, the neighbouring building is the former private residence of President Václav Havel.



On foot: 10 minutes
Whether you arrive to Prague by bus, plane or rail,  we're easy to find.

Here's how to reach us:



 Arrival by car

 Taxi from the airport

 Public transport from the airport

 Arrival from the bus terminal Florenc

 Arrival from the main train station







Just one step into the heart of the capital



The Old Town Square, with its unique astronomical clock on the south wall of the Old Town Hall, is one of Prague’s most visited attractions. From the 11th century, it was home to merchants and craftsmen. The Old Town offers plenty of must-see attractions in a very small space, such as Republic Square, the Powder Tower or Municipal House.



On foot: 15 minutes
Whether you arrive to Prague by bus, plane or rail,  we're easy to find.

Here's how to reach us:



 Arrival by car

 Taxi from the airport

 Public transport from the airport

 Arrival from the bus terminal Florenc

 Arrival from the main train station







Just one step into the heart of the capital



The Renaissance Revival building was erected at the end of the 19th century and financed by donations from the people, making it a national symbol. The Nová scéna, a futuristic extension, was completed in 1983, housing the world-famous Laterna Magika Theatre. The National Theatre is definitely worth a visit for culture and theatre lovers.



On foot: 10 minutes
Whether you arrive to Prague by bus, plane or rail,  we're easy to find.

Here's how to reach us:



 Arrival by car

 Taxi from the airport

 Public transport from the airport

 Arrival from the bus terminal Florenc

 Arrival from the main train station







Just one step into the heart of the capital



Prague’s New Town was founded in the 14th century, separating itself from the Old Town. You’ll be able to enjoy a glorious view of Prague from the tower, which is almost 70 metres high. Did you know that the First Defenestration of Prague took place in the New Town Hall in 1419?



On foot: 4 minutes
Whether you arrive to Prague by bus, plane or rail,  we're easy to find.

Here's how to reach us:



 Arrival by car

 Taxi from the airport

 Public transport from the airport

 Arrival from the bus terminal Florenc

 Arrival from the main train station







Just one step into the heart of the capital



This island in the Vltava is home to Žofín Palace, which hosts cultural events and is next to the Mánes building, which was constructed in 1930 and now serves as a gallery. We recommend renting a pedal boat on the island in summer, allowing you to enjoy Prague’s beauty from the Vltava.



On foot: 8 minutes
Whether you arrive to Prague by bus, plane or rail,  we're easy to find.

Here's how to reach us:



 Arrival by car

 Taxi from the airport

 Public transport from the airport

 Arrival from the bus terminal Florenc

 Arrival from the main train station







Just one step into the heart of the capital



The town’s oldest pub with a beautiful beer garden. With its roots dating back to the 15th century, it is the perfect location to enjoy some old Bohemian specialities. These are best washed down with some beer from their own brewery.



On foot: 1 minute
Whether you arrive to Prague by bus, plane or rail,  we're easy to find.

Here's how to reach us:



 Arrival by car

 Taxi from the airport

 Public transport from the airport

 Arrival from the bus terminal Florenc

 Arrival from the main train station







Just one step into the heart of the capital



One of the most famous bridges in the world and the oldest bridge in the Czech Republic. It connects Prague's Old Town with its Lesser Town. In the past, the coronation path of the Bohemian kings used to lead across Charles Bridge, but today many locals and tourists can be seen strolling across the 14th-century stone bridge.



On foot: 15 minutes



 
Whether you arrive to Prague by bus, plane or rail,  we're easy to find.

Here's how to reach us:



 Arrival by car

 Taxi from the airport

 Public transport from the airport

 Arrival from the bus terminal Florenc

 Arrival from the main train station


                

              
              
            



            
              

              
                Lovely Neighbours

              
              
            

            

            

              
              
              
Milá Tchýně - Cocktail Bar
«Milá Tchýně» means «dear mother-in-law". In this down-to-earth cozy bar, cocktails are served every night until 2 a.m - perfect for a nightcap on your way home.Find out more




MOOo Luxury Apartments
In case you are travelling to Prague with your family or a group of friends, we highly recommend our residences MOOo Downtown and MOOo by the Castle.

MOOo Downtown is located right next to the Mosaic House and offers luxurious, spacious apartments as well as concierge services.Explore




QQ Asian Kitchen Restaurant
QQ Asian Kitchen is the creative top-restaurant that showcases the many flavours from across Asia. The restaurant is located directly in our hotel.Find out more




Traditional Thai Massages
City breaks are meant for relaxation and so is Shanti Royal – a traditional Thai massage. Traditional Thai massages are great for ridding your body of tension, leaving you feeling like a new person.Book massage




La Petite France Bakery
The air is always filled with the smell of freshly baked croissants at our neighbourhood’s charming bakery. La Petite France is a great place to have a coffee or buy some snacks to take with you when exploring Prague.Find out more




Poké Haus
Hawaiian cuisine: Poke bowls are packed with sushi rice, raw fish or tofu, as well as delicious sauces and toppings – hearty, yet light and healthy.Find out more




Fitness
Keep fit on your travels! All staying guests have access to the state-of-the-art Fitness in the neighboring THE MANES Boutique Hotel Prague, which belongs to our hotel group, free of charge.
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